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Near Two Hundred To Receive Degrees
Mr. James C. Evans To Deliver
Commencement Address May 16

ENGLISH MAJOR ACCEPTED
IN ·SUMMER PROJECT

As the commanding strains of "War March of the Priests;s

Delores Faye Eubanks, junior, relation of Christian faith and the
swell from the Hammond organ, two-hundred robed and capped
major in the Department of Eng- social and economic life through
candidates for the various degrees and certificates to be awarded
lish, from Beckville, Texas, has re- seminars and trips.
will proceed down the aisle before what is expected to be a
ceived notice that. .she has been acThe Chi'cago commum·ty serv1ce
·
cepted as a participant in the Chi.
.
"record breaking" crowd gathered to witness the Baccalaureatecago Community Service Project, I ProJect will be conducted from
Commencement ceremonies in
one of the national summer projects I June 22 to August 22, 1954.
the Auditorium-Gymnasium, on State College, Charleston, West Viro:f the Student YMCA and YWCA.
"We feel particularly proud of
Sunday morning, May 16, at ginia, and has been widely acThe Project is sponsored by the l!.~i. s Eubanks, because her selec11
o'clock.
claimed for his ability to relate
Geneva Region Councils and admin- tJon was based on her excellent perThe campus family and thousands himself to college audiences.
istered by the YWCA Geneva Re- formance both academically and as
of visitors will be on hand this day
Parents' Day which is held simulgion Office.
a member of the YWCA," stated
"keyed up'' with pride, interest, joy taneously w i th Commencement,
Miss Eubanks will live on the Miss A. L. Campbell: Head of the
and a little sadness as they witness makes possible the joining in of the
Chicago University campus and will Department of Enghsh.
,
the end of four years of college ex- mothers and fathers with the PV
share with students from all parts
The Department Head continued,
perience for the men and women of family in the campus fellow-ship-ac;of the country in work of one of "This is the first time that a Prair- L1.1o.-....:..the graduating class.
tivities which are a normal part of
the big social agencies of Chicago. ie View student has received the '
PRESIDENT EVANS
Along with other students who opportunity to participate in this
.-1
Distinguished Speaker to
the graduates' "commencing to take
Deliver Address
on deeper and more realistic responwill partiicpate in this Project, the type of project."
Mr. James C. Evans, Civilian sibilities as citizens of a worldPV Coed will have an opportunity
For the three years that Delores
to understand life in a large Amer- has attended Prarie View, she has
Aide to the Secretary of Defense, community."
ican city through work experience served as an usher and has particiWashington, D.C., will deliver the
The PANTHER welcomes the
in social agencies, and to see the I pated in many campus activities.
'd
t
f
commencement
address.
The
speakvisitors,
congratulates the graduDr. E . B. E vans, P res1 en o
. h
I er 1s t e former Dean of the School ates, and hails "Dear Prairie Vie
•
Prairie V'e
b
7•
th
t
"O
1
w, e ieves . a
ne I of Engineering, West Virginia -an unforgettable Alma Mater.
ca~not do too much to evidence the I _______________________
pnde he has for those who have . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
The graduating senio1·s of May,
To Coed Gladys Pearson was giv-1 made successful accomplishments."
1953-54 got together in a huddle en the ti.tie, MOS: STUDIOUS
ANNUAL CONVENTION PROGRAM
This feeling was given real exand chose the "favorites" of the GIRL, which she richly deserves I pression when the President gave a 1
Prairie View Alumni and Ex-Students Association
<:lass. This was d o n e by a poll since she has maintained a straight "tea" for the more than 150 gradu- I
MAY 14-16, 1954
among the members of the class. "A" average :for several semesters. t·
.
.
.
a mg seniors.
The r esults are as follows:
A c o m b 1 n a t 1 o n of BEST [ D E
d th "F' t L d ,,
Friday, May 14-7 :30 p.m.
r. vans an
e
irs
a Y
MOST OUTSTA. DLTG ::.\1E::.\1:- DRESSED GIRL ancl SMALLES'l;'
,
NS
.
t
•~
,
.•
v·
..
,
of
the
campus,
Mrs.
Evans,
were
~leetin:x
of
Executive groups-Ah1.mni
BE R. and MOST LIKELY TO OF CL.-,..:, '\\en "" pr::,.1 e irgm:;.a h t ' t th
t
.
T
'
'UCCEE
c
'R
u
•
os . o .e g:i;a ua es 1
a...v 1'!. •
Administr~tion Bl<lg
-1,,
easar oy.
.ueny.
' th b
tif l "P 'd t' H r ,,
BEST ALL AROU. 'D STUDENT
People often gain recognition for,! e eau u
re~i en s . ome.
Board of Directors, Alumni Council
Edwardlene Fleeks.
their stature. This was true of CleaNot content with leavmg the
and
It could have been anticipated von Manor who was designated as ?raduates with th~ fe,~ling that ."li:fe
Nominating
Committee
that Opal Johnson, "Miss Prairie TALLEST IN CLASS and Mildred i;; a bowl of cherries, the president
View," would have been chosen as Clack SHORTEST IN CLASS.
had a serious talk with the class
Saturday, May 15-9:30 a.m.-12:01 p.rn.
the MOST POPULAR GIRL.
It ~ame as no surprise that, De- in May. Cautioned he, ''Yours is a
In addition to the "two mosts," lores Haley, who has accompanied great responsibility once you receive
1 :00-3 :00 p.m.-General Business Session
accorded Ceasar Roy mentioned the Prairie View Collegions f.or your degree. Most of you will be
Administration-Auditorium
earlier, he was also voted MOST several years was named as MOST completely on your own for the
POPULAR BOY.
INSTRUMENTALLY MUSIICA;l.,. first time in your lives."
i
3 :01-4 :30 p.m'.-General Business Session (cont'd)
Nola Jane Simon, who r eigned as
And speaking of music, Kay
Accept life's challenges with calm
· Administration-Auditorium
"l\Iiss ROTC" for two years, was Frances Jones, famous for her many attitu~es and seriousness of purselected as MOST BEAUTIFUL vocal renditions, was chosen BEST pose m order that you may be pro6 :30-8 :30 p.m.-Class Re-unions:
GIRL.
SINGER OF CLASS.
ductive of wo1·thwhile services to
1904, 1909, 1914, 1919, 1924,
~ ot only was Charles Haywood,
BEST DRESSED BOY vote went · mankind, he intimated.
1929, 1934, 1939, 1944 1949.
Tr i-Captain of the Panther Foot- to Burnett Coursey, who is delight- j The relationship of the president
ball National Championship team, fully "cool" in his campus attire.
to the seniors was not a new ex- ·
9 :00-12 midnight-Annual Banquet-Dance
1953, selected as BEST BOY ATHActive as she is, Doris Gale Wil- perience for students on the cam1
Sunday May 16-10:30 a.m.
LETE, he was also chosen as MOST ! liams-who was voted as BEST j pus. Throughout the year, President
Baccalaureate - Commencement
HAND80ME BOY.
GIRL ATHLETE-was appropriate- , Evans has shown his regard for the
MOST STUDIOUS BOY and , ly named.
men and women who are responsiAnnual Awards for Achievement
BEST R.O.T.C. CADET titles went
Well known for the drawings , ble for the College's existence.
1
to Cluren Richardson.
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 4)
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TO REIGN NEXT YEAR-(Center picture)
J : ! ! n _ ~ s , Junior, Music major, from
CafcfwelJ, Texas, was recently elected by the
Prairie View student body to r e i g n as "Miss
Prairie View" 1954-55.

The future queen of the campus anticipates
a summer vacation filled with getting ready for
her "imperial performances" next fall.
(Left)-Cleopatra Donley, Junior, Physical
Education major of Galveston, Texas will serve

as an attendant to "Miss Prairie View" next year.
(Right)-Peggy Ann Fields, Junior, Business
Administration, major from Dallas, Texas, wiD
be the queen's second attendant during the new
session.
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F.A. W. Presents Music and Art
For a number of years it has been customary for the Department of Music in The School of Arts and Sciences to present,
annually, a series of the finer things in music during national
"Music Week."
The e fine cultural programs were sponsored by Mu Alpha
Sigma Music Honorary Society, a local organization, and confined chiefly to the Department of Music. However, the success
of these programs resultsd in a desire to expand them to benefit the entire College.

COLLEGE
RENDERS

Expansion of Program
This year marks the first effort to enlarge music week
into "Fine Arts Week." Under the expanded program, the finer
things in art-all of the arts-became evailable to the entire
college community.
The new, expanded Fine Arts Week is a tribute. to the
THE COLLEGE CHOIR under the direction of Dr. R. von Charlton,
I~xtreme left foreground, as it appeared before making its pring tour Department of Music for a job well done in previous years.
CHOIR
, to Houston, Texa , where it rendered the Palms Sunday music at The Department sacrificed its identification with Music Week,
but gained the satisfaction of having the fine arts favorably
CANTATA!Antioch ~~~t~hur~~-·- - --~--=----..,.-::i,,i-...,~.,..._~~-W-1!11!_ __ presented
to the whole of the college.

The Prairie View College Choir
1
of seventy voices, under the direc- I
tion of Dr. R. Von Charlton, Head
of the Music Department, appeared
on Palm Sunday, April 11, at 6:00 1
P.M. at Antioch Baptist Church,
Houston, Texas.
The choir has made several previous appearances at the church,
and members of the organization
state that, "We seem to feel and
.sing better on special occasions, especially Palm and Easter Sundays." ,.
Many of the group are majors in
the department, and feel that the
college choir offers excellent training in line with their chosen field
-of study.

1954 Presentation Highlights

I

May 2-9, provided an opportunity for campus personnel to
see and hear:
Living Madonnas In Art, a tableau of artistic works reproduced by "live student-models in the Auditorium-Gymnasium, May 2;
Rawn Spearman, tenor, in a brilliant concert, May 3;
James Chillman, Jr., professor of architecture, Rice Institute, Houston; and curator for the Contemporary A r t s
Museum, Houston, who delivered a lecture regarding "fine
arts", May 4;
Student recitals and Delores Haley, Senior music student,
in piano recital May 5;
The Fine Arts Symposium, which presented members of
the College faculty in a discussion of the arts-Mr. Bernard
Jefferson, Mr. Melvin B. Tolson, Jr., Mr. Leroy C. Weaver, Miss
Evelyn C. Hall and Mr. Austin E. Greaux, May 6;
. The Prairie View Collegians, student orchestra, in concert,
May 6.
Mu ic for Listening, daily in the College Hall, sponsored
by Mu Alpha Sigma Music Honorary Society; and
Exhibits of fifteen well-known artists' works in the W. R.
Banks Library and engineering students' drawings in the Engineering Building.
Co-Chairmen of the Fine Arts Week Committee were Mr.
A. E. Greaux
and Mr. L. C. Weaver. Members of the committee
D
r.;i,Jii.t.:aiii...ii.;s.it;f.Lii;;_
L........______ were: r. E. B. Evans, Dr. T. P. Dooley, Mr. 0. J. Baker,
CELEBRATED TENOR
,·the Marion Anderson Award (-949); M~·· W. J. Nicks, Mrs. T. Pratt Allen, Miss Richie McDonald,
SI GS DURING F.A.W.
Roland Haye Fellowship (1950); Miss Pearl Sewell, Dr. R. von Charlton, Miss A. L. Campbell,
Rawn Spearman, pictured above, John Hay Whitney Award (1951); Mr. A. I. Thomas, Miss Kathryn N. Jordan, Mr. J. E. Nix, Mr.
7
cl!'Ieb;;ited" young tenor, was pre- 1Griffin Music Foundation A"':ard M. Glenn, Mr. M. B. Tolson, Jr., and members of Mu Alpha
sented May 3, during Fine Arts (1951); award of the American 'Sigma Music Honorary Soc, t
Week in an evening of concert mu- Theatre Wing (1951); Huntington
le y.

I

PV Debaters Victorious
In Tournament
l1~mber-s of. t e Pra'rie. View De'bating Society rece ly returned
'1rom
Baton
ouge, Southern
La., whereUniv&rsity,
the team won
the
Southern Intercolle.2"iate Forensic
Confnence Debate Championship.
Students who debated were: Lois
Platt, Senora Taylor, Yvonne Ranson, Ina Belle Daniels, Alice Squire,
Burnace Hall, Tully Evans, Elijah
Miles, and Robert Penrice.
The topic for debate was, Resolved: "That the United States
Should Adopt a Policy of Free
Trade."
Accompanying the student-debaters were three members of the college staff: M1·s. G. A. Levy, Chairman, of the Varsity Debating Committee; Dr. Earl Lewis, a member
of the Committee also; and Mr.
H . J. Brown.

sic.
, Bebee Award (1952); and the Jugg
The distinguished new artist is a Award (1952).
native of Bexer, Alabama, whose j He has appeared in the dual rofes
spectacular rise in the world of mu- of "Alfred" and "Clem" in "Let's
sic has been phenomenal.
Make An Opera," and as "St. ChaI
Mr. Spearman is the winner of vez" in "Four Saints in Three Acts."

Women's Glee Club Renders Vespers

ping hands of the Glee Club as a
set of square-dancers (instructed
by Miss Minnie James of the Department of Physical Education)
gaily bowed to their partners and
performed several routines.
Seated in four tiers, wearing
The program - finale, "Battle
white,
off-the-shoulder
evening Hymn of the Republic," arranged by
dresses the fifty female voices not Waring-Ringwald, included basses
only looked like a "symphony o! and tenors. The mixed chorus--acbeauty ," they sang like an "angel- companied by Mrs. Essie Lopez at
ic agg;·egate," also. '
the organ; Mr. Shelton Garrett at
Against a background of green one grand piano (both member; of
palms and white gladioli, the varied the instructional staff, Department
program of musical numbers took of Music); and Mr. Richard Mason,
011 added beauty as rising and fad- sophomore music major, at the othing spotlighting added to the im- e1 grand piano-literally "stirred"
pressiveness of the vocal renditions. the auditorium with the patriotic
Selections included the work of rendition.
Bach, Gounod, Faure, Kroposznski,
Miss Ritchie McDonald, instrucDett, Jacobs - Bond, Kountz, tor in the Department of Music, acSchwartz and Green.
I companied the Women's Glee Club
Soloists were: Letha Curtis-I which was coached vocally by Miss
"Somebody's Knocking At Your Evelyn Ha11, voice instructor in the
Door"; Davetta Callies-"Love Is Department, headed by Dr. R. Von
Where You Find It"; Bobbie Ham- Charlton. Student accompanists for
ilton-"Body and Soul."
several selections were Jean Wit'l'H~ PRAIRIE VIEW DEBATING TE M paused long enough following their victory at the Forensic
Added features to the program Jiams and Delores Haley, Lighting
Tournament to po ·e for the above photo. Smiling behind the trophy are: (back row) ully Evans, ll_urnace included: Charles Stein's trumpet effects were provided by Engineer
Hall, Robert Penrice, li'ah Miles, Harold Blow, ~~yland (Front row) Mrs. G. B. Leyy, oach and solo, "Valse Abandon" by Herbert F. G. Fry, assisted by Fred C. Hox~ri:.in of the Var itv Deba in ~ommittee, Ina· B e l ~ , Bernadette ~ranlmn, Alice quire, ~ Clark; and "Skip to My Lou" by ie, Jr., Junior student majoring in
11
Platt, Yvonne Ransom, · lary L. Whittaker, and Senora Ta) tor. 1 r'
Riegger-rendered 'midst the clap- Engineering.
r
----.:.-r
~
The Women's Glee Club, under
the direction of Miss Ella Webb
Cullins, instructor, Department of
Music, rendered its annual concert,
April 25, in the Auditorium-Gymnasium.

I
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Crescendo's "Talent
Show Case" Is Success
As a highlight of their spring activitie ·, the Crescendo Club gave a
"Talent Showcase" featuring the
members of this popular club.
The audience in a receptive mood,
ci·eated by subdued lights and a
scintilating background of musical
notes and instruments in metallic
glitter, thoroughly enjoyed the instrumental and vocal numbers the
pr.ogram consisted of. The affair
served as a campus debut for one
of the members, T. C. Carter, who •
sang "I Hear You Calling Me." The
piano wizardry of Mr. Melvin Tolson, was featured in the background. Other participating members were: Charles Stein, Bobby
Drew, William Barksdale, Perry
Daniels, Joseph Hill, Dotson Burns,
Henderson Raipe, Glenn Dedmon
and Wendell Venerable. Willia~
Stanifer was narrator.
An invitational affair, the
"brothers" and their company were
"decked out" in their after 5 dresses
and grey suits with maroon accessories, their club colors. A number
of the faculty, including President
E. B. Evans attended.
Joseph Hill, president of the club,
announced that the "Talent Showcase" would be an annual affairand it is hoped that it will be. The
showcase ended with the singing
of the club song. Sponsors of the
club are: Mr. Samuel Davis and
Mr . Melvin Tolson.

America;s

Knights of the Sky...

Glee Club Tour
Is Success

The Prairie View A&M College
The Spartan Band that held the pass,
Male Glee Club left the campus
The K11ights of Arthur's train
Saturday, April 3 on its annual'
The Light Brigade that charged the guns,
t our and returned Tuesday, April
Across the battle plain
6. As is customary, the group travCan claim no greater glory than
l!MaLa.M OP' THC CHOaaN l'KW
eled by "air-conditioned" greyThe dedicated few
hound.
Who wear the Wings of Silver
This year's perf.ormances were:
••• 011 a field of Air Force Blue.
Saturday night, April 3, Plano, Texa s ; Sunday evening, Elizabeth Chapel C.M.E., Dallas; Sunday night
I . M. Terrell High School, Fort
Worth; and the final performance
Monday night at the Community
Center in Corsicana, Texas.
Other activities in which members of the group were involved
made it necessary for the tour to
In days gone by, young men in shining graduate as an Air Force Lieutenant earnbe cut short.
armor ruled the age. Today, a new kind of ing $5,000 a year. Your silver wings will
Traveling with the Glee Club and I
man rules the age-America's Knights of mark you as one of the chosen few who
highlighting performances were •
the Sky, the Air Force Pilots! They rule ride the skies in Air Force jets.
I AVIATION CADET, AFPTR-P-4
Misses: Davetta Callies, who so offrom on high, in flashing silver-winged
As an Air Force pilot, your kingdom is
I H..,dquarten, U,5.A.F., Wa,hingtan 25, D.C.
Air Force jets ... a gallant band that all space-a jet is your charger and your
ten "stole the show'' with "The
Please send me 'infor1111Jtion on my
I
America looks up to! Like the Knights of mission is the highest. You are a key
Queen of Nights Vengence" and
opportunitie$ '" on Air Force pilot.
old, they are few in number, but they defender of the American faith, with a
I
"Love is Where You Find It," with
represent their Nation's greatest strength. guai:anteed future both in military and
II Name . . . . .................................••
Jean Williams, accompanying her;
If you are single, between the ages of commercial aviation.
Bennie J. Douglas doing two very
19 and 26½, you can join this select flying
Join America's Knights of the Sky, new
I Address ....................................•
fine numbers: "Si Mes Vers" and
team and serve with the finest. You will be menofa new age. BeanAviatioo Cadet! For
I
"Honor! Honor," accompanied by
given the best jet trainingin theworld,and further information, fill out this coupon.
I City ... . ... . ............ Stat• .................•
the "talented" Richard Mason; Ethel Stanton, and Bobbie Hamilton
who sang as additional vocalists in D. R. Butler, Jonas Cabiness, Tru- Wilfred Mouton, Thomas Nelson,
of
qual'tette arrangements. Miss E. man Daniels, Theodore Davis, Rus- Albert Perkins, Elroy Perkins, Ed.
. .
.
Hall, voice instructor, accompanied sell Elston, Clarence Francis, Roger ward Senagal, Laurence Shaw, ClarEmotion~! difficulties and p~or dents, deans, physicians, nurses,
I
the group on its tour also.
Green, Walter Griffin, Sylvester ence Smith, Benjamin Smothers, health habits seem to be t~e maJor psycho:ogists, specialists in physical
I
Members of the group include:
Harro, Cornelius Harris, Kenneth : Garrett Stewart, Samuel Stoney, Ihealth problems of :A,-merican col- I education and health education, stuRobert Blackburn, Charles Brown, Hunt, Clyde Milton, Preston Moore, 1 Paul Thomas and Johnny Vaughn. j lege st ude~ts, ~ccordmg to results I dent counselors, and students will
1 of a quest1onna1re sent to 200 col- pool their knowledge and experilege ~nd univ?1'sity presidents for : ence to develop comprehensive
, help m planning the Fourth Na- health programs integrated with all
1tional Conference on Health. in Col- other college functions.
1
kges to be held May 3-5 m New
Previous conferences were held
York.
in 1931, 1936, and 1947. 44 agencies
I An wers to the question asked by are sponsors of the 4th National
the Conference President, James L. Conference.
Morrill, president of the University 1
-----'0----'1 of Minnesota, also revealed that fi1
nancing an adequate health service
THE ABSE T- IINDED
and obtaining well-trained physi- I
PROFESSOR
cians are the chief administrative
problems.
A famous Italian professor,
By reliable ·wholesale concern, in order to establish new outlets for General Vending
.ferchandise and Sundry Products, PLUS a Brand New Line that is NON-COMPETIJ Forty ~ational organizations in- known for his eternal absent-mindTIVE in this area. We will furnLh all machine and establish route without charge
tere. t~d m aspe?t~ .of hea.Ith and I edness, travelling one day on a subfor responsible person who has the money to handle hi merchandise for cash. You
education
are Jommg with the
.
. I u rban tr am cou Id no t f.m d h.1s t·1ck et .
do 11ot buy the machines, but you do keep the profits. Mu t have good car, goo<l
'I d
1American College Health Assoc1a- 1
tion in sponsoring the Conference
' t
oe~n•t matter, you can show
character, good credit and carry not less than 500.00 worth of merchandise.
· to consider way of protecting and me ~he ticket another time,'' ~aid
e NO SELLING OR SOLICITING
e For Personal Inte1 view write:
I improving the health of college stu- t~e inspector who had recognized
e 1 0 EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
e MOUND CITY PRODUCTS
dents. The theme is: Teamwork in him.
e WILL TRAIN PERSON SELECTED
e 3615 OLIVE ST., Suit 501
1,Meeiing the Health Needs of Col- 1 "It miiht not matter to you,
e WE PLACE MACHINES FOR YOU
e ST. LOUIS 8, MISSOURI
' lege Student .
~oung man,'' ,;aid the famous proe NO CHARGE FOR DEALERSHIP
e Include Your Phone Number
1
The Conference program will in- 1 fessor, "but how am I to know
I elude 16 working committees in ' where I'm going?"
which college and university presi- I
(Student press, "La Vela")

I

For Fellowship ... High Adventure ... and a Proud Mission ..•
wear the wings of the U. S. Air Force!
UNITED STATES
AIR FORCE

r-~------~------~;

Major Problems

College Students Studied

I

EXCEPTIONAL INCOME
SPARE OR FULL TIME
COMMERCIAL AND ·INDUSTRIAL

II

VENDING MACHINES
Furnished Without Charge To Our Dealers

I

I
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Did You Know That

1

WAR OR PEACE

Out of the near 3000 Prairie View
By Lt. J. Alfred Malvern
people who compose the nation, and
students there have not been 10 to
Drive into any American com- the activities in which they are enhow any interest in publishing mun ity, walk into any o.f its busi- gaging are disrupted to the extent
t.heir paper, THE PANTHER?
ness e tablishments, private homes, that there is nationwide dissention,
or visit its public utilities, and the the "bottom" of the economy falls;
sam e question will be taking a beat- thereby making that nation suscepMany students do not begin to ing- "War or peace?" Ever since tible to the enemy's prey. The leadshow concern about the "F" grades I the close o.f World War II, that ers of the Soviet Union realize this,
made in their Freshman and Sopho- que tion has come across the minds and though they may not plan an
EDITORIAL - By EDWARDLENE FLEEK
more years until the approach of of millions of Americans as well a~ immediate war, it is possible that in
On the eve of their college career termination, the seniors the second semester of their fourth others. Nine years later it remains the future years to come, a world
unanswered.
conquest could be in the making.
have time to reflect upon the many experiences they have had year?
At the outbreak o.f the Korean They realize that they could have,
in reaching their goal-graduation day.
War, there was a slight "boom" in a few years ago, dominated more
Attaining this goal is a signal achievement because many
Approximately 39,489 hours are production of various war goods. of Europe and Asia. They also
who started on this journey have stopped along the way for
used by P.V. coeds during regular It can not be said with any degree realized, as did the Germans found
various reasons. You will now reap the laurels for your schol- session to keep their "heads beauti- of accuracy that we were in either out, that the United States would
astic endeavors and can salute yourself for having solved the ful"?
a period of prosperity or recession, more than likely step in against any
we can think in terms of being in aggression toward certain European
many mental, social and phy ical problem that confronted you
between the two. We were at the countries. It is possible that they
the four years on "the hill."
In focusing your eyes on the future, take a "glimpse" into Male students at Prairie View close of World War II and prices figure in order to .obtain complete
have disproved the older findings and production had begun to de- world domination, they must first
he past, and notice your achievements and failures. Use them that
during the last years of high I cline; then with an onlook of stop- remove America as a fighting force.
as a foundation for future success-build upon your current school and college, males tend to ping communist aggression in Korea By employing the tactics of a cold
achivements and avoid past mistakes to help insure your success forge ahead of females in academic we hit a slight boom in production wa1· by ordering her satellites to enpursuits?
and thereby moved back towards gag e in costly agressive moves, as
in any field of endeavor.
the prosperity phase of the business in Korea and Indo-China; by atIn taking your place as a member of society, seek to
cycle.
tempting to keep a threat of war
·contribute to your community things of value that will imMost
of
those
students
who
,
The
n\inds
of
men
were
somewhat
over
our heads so as we will overprove everyday living-become the type of citizen that all will
"hate" dear ole P.V. will be the I confused. The veterans of the past produce, then when the economy
point to with pride.
first ones to return in September I war knew not whether they, after goes into the depression phase, they
You will never forget your alma mater, for the experience to start "hating'' it all .over?
having survived one ordeal, would know that during this period the
have to return and risk their lives minds .of men are more relaxed. Not
you have had alone and with others will inevitably affect you
.or not. The civilian population be- relaxed in a st ate of ease, but in a
throughout life. A salute to the seniors from the PANTHER
There
are
students
who
think
came somewhat tense, for with the state of chaos and confusion. They
taff! May your future be bright and your life a shining light
that
"Monte
Carlo"
is
located
here
thr eat of war and all of its agonies know that unemployment is at its
o guide those who come after you !
"the hill"?
and perils it became very trying peak, that confidence in the exist011
for 1_ndividuals to make the decisions ing form of g?vernment is_ at i;s
of life. This tenseness became na- lowest ebb. With those thmgs m
tionwide
and worldwide. Yet the mind, their plan could call for a
P. V. students feel that their facthird world war.
ulty is one of the best to be found question r emained unanswered.
The
Soviet
.Union
had
also
just
If we as a nation are g ullible
EDITORIAL - By EDWARDLENE FLEEKS
anywhere?
survived t he German .onslaught of enough to sit back an become influSpring elections were held on "the hill" recently and the
World Wa r II and after a near de- enced by communistic doctrines and
campaigning for class officers, club officers and the title of Some students have not recog- feat, had retaliated and marched, if our leade1·s do not stand firm on
"Miss Prairie View" made everyone conscious of democracy nized the difference between van- and now occupies East Berlin. It the ideals of democracy, then we can
dalism and propaganda during the was stat ed that Russia was re- not expect peace ever; for t he ideals
in action.
building for a third war, but did it and standards of communism and
"Miss
Prairie View" campaign?
A basic concept of our democratic form of government is
seem practical for a nation who democracy are far fetched and as
"government of the people, by the people and for the people."
was driven to near defeat in its long as the two exist in their presBy C.~"ising and_ suppor_ting various candidates, and coinciding
own backyard and who suffered ent state, ther e will never be world
· "'-~,r t'n1n~1.w• with tb'-:!1r platfol'ms, everyone has a chance to
some forty-five million casualties harmony.
to engage in another conflict so
A direct answer of "yes" or "no"
rea1Iy promote this basic institution (government) of our sosoon ? Thoi::e things are thoughts can not be given and be justified.
ciety. In making a choice for candidates, the i r capabilities
for di~cussion.
No one knows whether war .or
should be determined as to how well they will fit the office
After studying the "Cold War"
they seek.
peace will come today or tomorrow.
tactics of the Red forces, one may
Managers for various candidates used all their ingenuity
get another insight into the, up to We do know, however, that there
For the physical plant .of any
in having signs, programs and activities to focus the students' college to be adequate, facilities for now, dark picture. When we think are certain conditions under which
attention on their choice for various offices.
scholastic and social activities in terms of the communist forces war exists. We know that an enemy,
This is the first time spring elections have been held on should be pr ovided. Here on our as trying to "bleed" the American when planning an attack will, una campus-wide scale and because of the success of them, it is campus, the need for a new student economy, attempting to split the der ordinary circumsta nces, wait
freedom loving, capitalistic thought
hoped that the practice will continue. By electing officers in the union building is almost at the of the people; when we think of the until the opportunity is best or
when its opponent is weakest and •
acute stage. The yearly increase of
spring, clubs will be able to organize and start off with a "bang" the student body along with the in- number of men the "United Na- then strike. Realizing these f act s,
when the fall semester begins.
crease of clubs, and other organiza- tions army'' has lost in Korea and we can only strive for unity, bePolitical ignorance does not lead to good government· tions, makes the need of a campus other hot spots as compared to that come more patient and tolerant,
of the Soviet Union; when we seek a keener insight into the probtherefore exercising it reflects keen interest and concern fo; social center very important.
There are many reasons why a think of what nation is supplying lems of humanity, and then be cothe welfare of the group to be governed.
building of this nature and for these Red China with its war potential operative with our fellowman. Onpurposes should be erected. It can and who wedges a continuous bat- ly when men of all nations realize
PRESIDENT FETES
above-were given a banquet by the serve as headquarters for all stu- tle to give it a seat in the United this, can we expect a complete and
(Continued from Page 1)
dent activities; house the offices Nations Assembly, we may see lasting peace.
president, also.
The athletes have been feted by
These kinds of "recognition" ac- of the Directors of student life; that there may be a plan in the not
Lt. Malvern was a graduate of
the chief executive early in the year tivities which Dr. Evans unselfish- have game rooms and lounges for too distant future for another con- Prairie View, Class of '53. He was
before the football team brought ly gives the students serve as an the entertainment of the students flict.
an Economics major, and received
the "national football champion- inspiration to those who are the and visitors; contain a snack bar
The econ omy of a nation is gov- his commission as a second lieutenship" title to the campus and to the recipients and as a challenge to and adequate space for eating and erned by the people and their ev- ant upon his graduation. The lieuSouthwest.
those who would become recipients. dancing; have an auditorium de- eryday activities. When these activi- tenant's current address is: ComThe ''honor students"-those who
Long may such administrative- signed for meetings and the sh.ow- ties are disrupted, naturally the peo- pany "B" 45th AIB, Camp Chaf'had made an average of "B" and student relationships continue!
ing of motion pictures; and a large plE: are affected. Thus when the fee, Arkansas).
room for socials and even formal
dances.
The walls of the corridors in the
Published monthly in the interest of a Greater Prairie View A&M College. building could be used as a "student
ORCHIDS to the Junior class for helped misplace ( ?) the President's
The PANTHER serves as the voice of the Students of Pantherland. art gallery" thus providing a place their excellent selections of candi- ' hat.
for the budding young artists on dates for "Miss Prairie View."
the campus to exhibit their works.
A MEMBER OF THE INTERCOLLEGIATE PRESS
.
ORCHIDS to the "Maheagris''
By having a social center of this
Editor-in-Chief
?N_IONS to the mne-nwnths' exhibits in the month .of April.
A
.......................................... · ···· ,....... ........ Edwardlene Fleeks nature, students will get to know
rail-sitters.
Nssociate Editor .............. .. .......... ...... ....
·
.. Lois Platt each other better and indulge in
ONIONS to the students who perB e':s Editors .... ,.. .. ........ .. ........ .. .. ... .. Doris Malone Kenneth Hunt those wholesome recreational activiORCHIDS
to
Mrs.
Delia
Ellis
and
sisted
in noise-making during the
~:;ager ···············...... .............................................. 'Adolph Hauntz ties that young adults enjoy.
I
the_ Sc?ool of Home Economics for nurses Capping Ceremony.
......._. gr P
••
·•• ..... •· • .. .. .
. ... .. Herbert DeRouen
11
The old adage, "All work and no their fme Charm and Fashions on
.. 3 1'1st ·· ·· .
Peggy Ann Field , Edwardlene Fleeks, A.C. Alexander play makes Jack (or anyone) a dull
LaY-out Editors
Parade."
ORCHIDS to the Men and WoAd
1
h
G
M
· ··· ... ·
o P Hauntz, Lester Ceasar boy," is applicable here, for with
1
1
men's
Glee Club for their excellent
enera
anager ................ •·· • ..... . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. ... A. C. Alexander the erection of a Student Union
ONIONS to those students who vesper programs
Building, more recreational and did not return fr.om their Easter
NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE
cultural activities can be held which
holiday on time.
I ONIONS to the P.V. student-body
National Advertising Service
would prove beneficial to the PrairI for its lack of interest in its own
420 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
ie View Community as a whole.
ORCHIDS to the five students publication THE PANTHER
We
understand
that
plans
~r
the
who "worked like dogs" to produce
'
·
Any news item~ or matters of interest to the PANTHER may be
erection of a student union building this final edition of The Panther.
ORCHIDS
to
the
College
Choir
:;et~:~1::T~h;RoffB1ce of Public~ti~n, 201 Adm. Building, or the Office are being formulated. We are happy
- -6 Adm. Building-Phone 167.
for its splendid rendition of the
to add this good tiding!
ONIONS to the student (s) who
(Continued on Page 7)
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ROTC SPRING HIGHLIGHTS

Highlightlng the ROTC's Spring activities was the
coronation ceremonies which officallv establshed Earnestine C'ra!1_,J unior Home Economic. major fro'iii Port•
Arthur, Texa. , as "queen."

Pictured on the left is the queen-to-be preceding to
the "throne·• where she is to be crowned. ~he is escor~
by Cadet Colonel Cluren Richardson.
Center photograph shows President E. B. Evans plac'

'

ing the crown on ''Miss ROTC's" head.
In the photograph to the right, the "ball" honoring
the queen takes place as couples danced in the decorated
gymna~ium to celebrate the occasion.

ROTC Eve Parade
Ceremony Effective

)frs. Essie C. Lopez, accompanied by the group at the organ; Richard Mason and James Hubbard at
the pianos, and Mr. Ben Bowden,
directed the military band.
The director of the l\Ien's Glee
Club, Mr. Connally S. Garrett, added the "Testament of Freedom" to
the chorus' repertoire, "Because it
is a serious wo1·k which possesses
a meaningful philosophy as well as
a variety of interprative vocal pasI sages."
Following tl;ie musicj<l presentation, the R.0.T.C. cadets "passed in
revue" on the parade grounds while
many .of the coeds and ladies of
the community observed the pro<'Pedi.ngs.
-./
,
Colonel H.
. Chase, ·PM's&T,
and the members of the military
staff provided the direction of the
1
Prairie View cadet corps.

The Annual Evening Parade Ceremony held by the R.O.T.C., and
honoring the ladies of the college I
community, was observed April 22.
An added feature of the Ceremony this year, was the presentation .of the Men's Glee Club and
Military Band in the rendition of
"The Testament of Freedom," a
setting of fo}U' passages from the
writings o:f"'Vl'homas Jefferson, by
Randall Thompson.
One of the few cantatas written
for all male v.oices, ''The Testament
of Freedom" is a stirring work
which embraces the four passages,
"The God Who Gave Us Life;" "We
Have Counted The Cost;" "We
Fight • Tot For Glory;" and "I Shall
Not Die Without Hope." Add to
the choral music, the narrationwhich was done by Mr. M. B. Tolson, Jr. member of the instructional
staff, the Division of Romance Languages-the musical accompaniment of the .organ, pianos and the
military band, and the dramatics
of the rendition take on added
depth.

----0'-----

R.O.T.C. L 'SPECTION HELD
During the coronation ceremonies for "Miss ROTC" recently, l\'~rnestine Crnft <center) escorted by
C det olonel Cluren Richards
(left of queen) shared top honors.
Members of the royal party are pictured above flanked on the extreme right by President E. B. Evans,
who crowned Miss ROTC, and C,olonel H. Y. Chase, PM, &T.
On the extreme left are ~aptains Jolin J. Sarazen and William J. Story, members of the military instructional staff.
•,
-

(Top left) ~Iajor axby conduct.. Company inspection,
accompanied by Cadet Captain Joe Collins, who is in
command of Company A. (Bottom Left) Colonel Green
inspect · the regimental staff, accompanied by Lt. Col.

II. Y. Cha.· e, PM~&T, Prairie Yit)w. (Center) Col. Green
eontinues his tour of inspection through the Second Battalion, accompanied by Lt. Col Chase and Cadet Colonel
Cluren Richardson. (Top Right) Col. Green giYes the

The Annual R.O.T.C. inspection
was conducted on April 6.
Inspecting the PV cadet corps
were Colonel Thomas C. Green, Major H. G. Thompson, Major Louis J.
Schelter and Major Edward S. Saxby from the area 4th Army Headquarters, San Antonio, Texas.

military b::nd an insptction wf-.i!e accompanied by Capt.
William J. tory, a member of H~e PV military staff, and
in chaqre of the band. (BoHom Right) :\lajor Schelter
inspects the Third platoon, Company D.
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Prairie View Wins Three and One-Half
Mile Cross-Country Run At P.V. Relays

NHA Meet Held \

Winners in the Women's Division

J

- Ehllanrl_p.i: ~ ~t 1
..... .. . Philander Smith
Thirteen colleges participated in the 22d Annual Prairie
.. . ..... ..... .. .. .... ... ..
.. . Tuskege
View Relays and Tennis Tournament held recently at the insti.
50-Yard Dash-Walters . .. . .... .. .
r·
Philander Smit
tution.
The more than 900 delegates are! Shot Put-Bell ... . . . ..
Tus,~cegee
"We are gratified at the partici'pation and enthusiasm l ed by the following students : I l00-Yard Dash-Walters
Philander Smith
displayed during the event," stated W. J. 1 icks, Director of Ma.mine Flowers, Colored High H' h J
M D •
•r k
,
.
.
1g
ump-- c ame 1 ...
. .. us egee
Athletics.
School, Jefferson, 1st vice pres1- B
b
II
Th
Bl
k
ll
p
· · v·1ew
:
.
.
ase a
row- ac na
..... .. 1·a1ne
,
dent;
Elizabeth
South,
Central
High
y
d
R
1
Ph'l
d
S
'th
FffiST PLACE WINNERS IN THE RELAYS
,
e ay- 1 an er m1
440 - ar
T o State , ew Homemakers of 220-Yard Dash-Walters
America was held at Prairie View, 1Broad Jump--Rus·se11
May 7-8.
Discus Throw-Burnes

1

.

I

School, Galveston, 2nd vice presiIris Lindley, Anderson High
1 School, Austin, 3rd vice president.

MEN'S DIVISION

1 dent;

Three and one-half Mile
Cross Country Race-Venerable and Fant
Prairie View The theme of the meeting was
120-Yard High Hurdle-Gardner
Philander Smith "1 H A in the Educational ProHigh Jump-Roy
Texas outhern University · gram of Texas." It emphasized the
Two Mile Relay-Tuskegee
Ihistorical development of the or100-Yard Dash-Aldridge
. TSl Iganization and pointed out its rela440-Yard Dash-Baker
Houston-T1llotson tionship to the educational devel440-Yard Relay-TSU
1 opment of Texas. The observance
One Mile Relay-Owens
Alabama highlighted the Texas Centennial
8801Yard Relay-TSU
educational celebration which is beSprint Medley Relay-Philander Smith
ing carried on throughout the state.
One Mile Relay-TSU
The program included "learning
Java.line Throw-James
S h
.
l ea d erS h.Ip meth Od S,
. .outv•ern ,i an d prac t·ICing
Broad Jump-Smith
Pra1ne 1ew i
f"
d'
d'-"f
.
h'
. . V'
I and m mg ll. erent ways m w 1ch
Discus-Tibbs
P ra1rie 1ew I
N H A could work to make better
Shot-Bilberry .
SOUthern . h 1 b .
.
h omes m
. the
.
•
v•
i SC 00 S
y Improving
Pole Vault-Price
P rair1e 1ew
.
.

I

Men 'single tennis championship won l-,J Brigman, Prairie
View; runner-up, Gerald, Texas Soutliern University. Men's
doubles tennis champions will be dfJCided at a future date.
Competitors will be Nicks and Singfaton of Southern University
and Brigman and Atkins, of Pr::.1rie View.
Women's singles Tennis winner were Hodge of Tuskegee,.
champion and Chase, TusJ,-egoo, runner-up.
Doubles' champions among women were: Hodge and ?ti itchell of Tuskegee while Chase and Francis of Tuskegee, also,
_....
wei·e runners up.

____________________ _______
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THINGS TO TALK ABOUT
av FRANKLIN J. MEINE
Edilor, American People• Encyclo,,..,

Icommumty,"

_stated State adviser,
Mrs. Lois B. Pendergraff.

Adult suI\ervision of N H A ac- '
tivities is headed, in Texas by the
Texas Education Agency with Miss
Ruth Huey, Chief of Home and
Family Life Education, serving as
chairman of the state advisory
board. Mrs. Lois B. Pendergraff,
State N H A Adviser, and Mrs. E.
M. Galloway, Dean of the Prairie
1
j View School of Home Economics,
' assist in directing the work of
homemaking teachers throughout
the state.

l
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About 25 milh0r1

~

pel'".SOM5 - OI" close to Ol\e

out of every six persons lt111-te l.hlited Statcs-

parlici)iated i11 -tlte liarve~t of wildhf-e la.5t
11ear. ~$1his iticlude~ both hurtllllq and fishil'll\,
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The 6000 members in the Texas
Association of N H A represent the
I second largest membership in the
r ational Body of New Homemakj ers

,,,,. ,,., ... \

POLICEMEN IN ALL C.ITIES OVER
10.000 WORKE.D AN AVERAGE
OF -'IS tiOURS PEit WEtK .

•·/

. ).

.:.::~:

tNt>W-1 LASOR£R5 IN 80MBI\Y MS~ llO\lll.S OF
CONCRETE f«OM HAND10 HAND III C~Cl\011
Of MOt>E~N Al'ARTMEHT 61J1Lt>IHGS.~ EACH
BOWL ,AKE.5 Al!OUT 8 5ECON05 "TO RE.t\CI! "!HE
TUP. Ot-1 THE /IVERl¼E, ANO IS lllEN PASSEi)
DQ\1/N BV A SEC.QIU> LINE Of WORKER!;.

l\lAY, 19:a

Ic~!t~!~i! ~o~er:!!1?~!-

dred candle::; placed throughout the
Auditorium-Gymnasium, the nursing ceremony, April 11, was an impressive occasion.
President E. B. Evans, who extended "greetings on this very colorful occasion," made reference to
the beginning of the nursing program at Prairie View in 1918, under I.he leadership of "Dr. Osborne
with the assistance of one nurse."
Sister Charles Marie, Director of
ursing Education, Incarnate Word
College, San Antonio, who served
as
the main speaker for the cereTHE STAGE SETTING pictured above provided the background for
t:RSE' in uniform comprised a large part of
mony,
presented
a
history
of
the
the
colorful
Nurses Capping Ceremony, Sunday eyening, April 11.
udilorium-Gymna, ium during the program rendered in
development of nursing in the Unit-

NURSES ALUMNAE ORGANIZED
The Prairie View A&M College's Iiams, of Prairie View.
School of
ursing held its first
Chaplain - Mrs. Bessie Brooks
Homecoming during the month of Jackson, Elementary School TeachApril, 1954, in the Auditorium of er, Houston.
the Administration building.
Elected to various committees
The opening program included were:
" 1
,, b
I
1\f "d s B
we comes y • rs .. a1 a . ranMrs. Princola Glass, Planning
.
non, Dcan of th e Schoo1 of N ursmg Committee
and Dr. E. B. Evans, President. A
Mrs. Burnette Molette, Membervery beautiful French tune was ship Committee
sung by ~1iss \Villie Mae Turner._
l\Ii;;s Emma F. Banks, ConstituFollowmg the program, the first I tion, By Laws Committee
Pn~iri~ View Nurse~ Alumnae As- I Mrs. Mable Woodfork, Social
soc1at10~ :vas orgamz_e~. M~·s. Bar- Committee
bara W1Jl1ams of Pra1ne View, one 1j Mrs. Dorothy Townsend, Ways
of the School',; first graduate nurs- and Means Committee
es, acted as chairman.
Mrs. Octavia Hearne, Program
The officers that were installed , Committee
by Dean Brannon were:
! Mrs. J.oyce Bratcher was elected
President-:\frs. E. G. HarreTI, 1reporter and Dean Maida S. BranSuperintendent State School for non 1 will serve as overall advisor
Girls, Crockett.
and coordinator.
1st. Vice President-1frs. Gertrude Davis, Houston Public Health
•
Services.
2nd Vice President-Miss Sedalia
Wilson of the Washington County
Schools, Brenham.
Af fhe fl,-sf
Corresponding Secretary - Mrs.
Clarena Richardson, Instructor of
tht. Purple-Top Practical Nurses,
/B.m~U-6'.'1-.
Recording Secretary-Miss Freddye Burnett, Prairie View, :Kursing
Arts instructor.
Assistant Recording SecretaryMrs. Lillian Jones, Floor Supervisor, J efferson Davis Hospital, Houston.
Treasurer -- Mrs. Barbara Wil-

I

I
I

PV Ranked Th1· rd T. lY T .
I N •
p f eSented BY
SfUdenf F

ed States. She challenged the members of the school of nursing to
Jffle
OP IC
accept thefr profession with pride
and dignity, and to recognize that Il
atJOil
theirs was a profession of service
.
[
to humanit for which the need
Dean of InS t ruction, J. M. Drew,
OfUffl
Y tf
Y
and secretary to the Dean, Mrs.
never b e regre u1.
.
. J M
The Prairie View Student Forum
s·ix t Y· th ree nursi·ng . cand"dates
Jimmie
·
ontgomery, recently
i . J compiled data taken from the re- on Public Affairs sponsored a two
were presented for cappmg by Miss
. .
.
port of a survey of 1,871 institu- lecture series on juvenile delinquenFreddye
M. Burnett, Prairie View I t·
.
.
ions of h"1gh er 1earmng
con duc t e d cy for the benefit of the communiNursmg Arts Instructor.
J b
th US Off"
f Ed
r
ty, during the month of April.
O
Mrs. Maida S. Brannon, Dean of Y e · ·
ice
uca ion.
Chief of Police L. D. Morrison,
t
the School .of Nursing, "Capped" . The "StatiS ical ~ircul~r," pubei::ch J1ursing candidate, thereby in- hshed by Dean Drews office shows Houston, Texas, served as the
dicating that each student was offi- that for th e Fall enrollment, l953, speake1· for the first of the Juvencially recognized as a candidate Pr_airie_ View A a1:d M College ranks ile Delinquency series.
Judge J. W. Mills, of the Harris
with potential for becoming a mem- 1~hir~ 1~ the na~ion among _Negro
County Domestic Relations Court
her of the profession.
mSbtutions of higher education.
Music for the occasion was furThe Prairie View enrollment of presented the second lecture, Thursnishcd by the Student-nurses chorus 2,648 students does not include ex- day, April 8, 7:30 P.:\I. in the gymdirected by Miss M. E. Fry; Miss tension class students throughout na ·ium auditorium, also.
Lillian Angell Wright accompanied the state nor those students who
by Miss Janie Edna C.oruthers; and are enrolled in Saturday classes, D.C., had the largest enrollmentorganist Charles E. Tatum, instruc- only.
3,444 students, followed by Southtor of Social Science.
Howard University, Washington, ern University, Baton Rouge, La.

I
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!ouch ofyour roe ...you1/ fell us
ITS THE NEWEST THING IN POWER r

Come drive it and you'll say-

Report of F. T. A.
MP-f'tjng- At Edinburg

I

Along with their spon or, Mrs.
A. C. Preston, Barbara Smith, Hattie Wills, Marjorie Roach, Donald
Fulbright, and Joe Mucker journeyed to Edinburg, to attend the
7th annual State Convention Texas
Association of Future Teachers of
America Chapters, March 25-27,
1954.
Using as its theme this year, "Education for Individuality," the convention began with a swimming
party the afternoon of the 25th.
The pa swords of the convention
were 'As an individual y.ou are important, so contribute to the convention by being in attendance; attend each session and attend on
time."
The address of the first session 1
was given by Dr. J. W. Edgar, State
Commissioner of Education, Austin,
who stressed the p.oint that "no per- 1
son need have any hesitancy in selecting teaching a a career." He 1
1
also mentioned several reasons that
would cause one to choose the I
teaching profe sion. "In the final
analysi. ," he said, "your decision 1
for entering teaching ~uld be
made on the basis of whether it is
the thing you want to do most."
Other i1peakcrs at the convention
were Mr~. Kate Bell, president of
Texa!': State Teacher As. 'n., Hou~- I
ton, 2nd . ession; Mr. Ben Brite,
Head of Teachc1·s Education, Tcxa~
Southmo t ollegc, Brown ville, 3rd '
sc sion; and Dr. Ohland )forton,
Sup<'rintel'drmt of School., Edinburg, Banquet.
(Continued on Page 16)
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Chevrolet
out• accelerate
out-performs, out•
/]

s

all other leading low-priced cars!
Come In and get behind the wheel of this great new Chevrolet. You'll soon be
telling us that Chevrolet's new high-compression power - highest of any
leading low-priced car-makes It far and away the top performer In its field!
Road-te st it! Street-test it! Hill-test it!

~hevrolet is powered by the highest-compression engine in
its field-a n eng ine designed, engineered and built to deliver more pe rforman ce wit h less gas .
And remem ber- Chevrole t g ives yo u e xtra value as well a s
extra performa nce- for aga in this year it's the lowest- priced
line of cars.

CO CHEVR06,ET

r

'1f7d gef fhe mo~f edvanced
engine in fhe /ow-price field

~;::-::=="""- •• •

Co me in •• • ta ke t he wheel of a Chevrolet a t your earliest
convenience.

Now's the time to buyl Get our BIG DEAL! Enjoy a New Chevrolet!

Y OUR CHEVROLET DEALER

Thirteen

Fats to Be Honored
NEW YORK-All branches of
show business will once again combine to help perpetuate the memory of the late great "Fats" Waller
through the Thomas "Fats" Waller
National Memorial Week of Music,
which will be marked during the
period of May 16 through May 23
as a tribute to the man who made
so many worthwhile and lasting
contributions to cont em p o rary
American music.
Spearheading the 1954 tribute to
the bel.oved "Fats" will be the nation's disc-jockeys, who will highBLOOD IS WHERE YOU FIND IT-and these student nurses are light his recordings and the record"THE CAT" . . . is demonstrated during "l\faheagris" by the Definding that "Maheagris" provides them with an opportunity to test the ings by other artists of his many
partment of Biology.
blood pressure of one of the biology instructors, Mr. C. L. Ward.
works. Many of the top platterspinners in the United States and
Canada have scheduled daily broadcasts, featuring Waller recordings,
brief eulogistic comment and word
A total of thirteen Prairie View r "Antioxidant Studies Concerned
pictures .of his brilliant, colorful
faculty members and graduate stu- With the Metabolism of Carotene
career and immortal music.
dents attended the National Con- and Vitamin A," written by a forImportant programs on the mavention of the Beta Kappa Chi Sci- mer Prairie View Chemistry injor radio and television networks
entific Society and the Eleventh sructor, Dr. E. G. High, Sherman
will feature medleys and special
Anniversary Meeting of the ation- Wilson, c~rrent member of the
vocal and instrumental arrangeal Institute of Science, held at Dil- Chemistry staff, H. C. Smith, Jr.,
ments of Waller compositions durlard University, New Orleans, La., and Harold H. Taylor was presenting the May 16-23 period of the
"Fats" Waller 1954 National Memrecently.
ed in the Chemistry section.
orial Week of Music.
Dr. E. E. O'Banion, Head of
E. W. Haskins, physics instrucPrairie View's Department of ra. tor, contributed "A )lathematical
The "Unforgettable Fats" wrote
tural Sciences, is president of the Interpretation of 'Crossing the Last
over 450 musical compositions inBKX Society; and H. T. J.ones of Fr.ontier'" to the :\.Iathematics and
cluding "Ain't Misbehavin," "Honthe College staff and Principal of I Physics section.
eysuckle Rose," "Black and Blue,"
the Prairie View Training School,
Staff persons in attendance at the
and many other tunes that will live
is national vice-president, South- meeting were: Dr. E. E. O'Banion,
SCIENCE IN ACTION is eYident in the above picture. The class in forever. These are looked upon as
western region BKX.
1eelected to the Executive Council "chem lab" taught bylQr. E. E. O'BanioJJ.. (pictured in \\hite coat in fore• Jazz Classics and are played and
Members of the College faculty BKX, H. T. Jones, L. C. Collins, A. ground), spends several hours per week in¥estigating the known and sung all .over the world. When he
who presented papers in the various M. Stein, C. L. Ward, Albert Wil- the unknown.
turned his talent to musical shows
sectional meetings were:
Iiams, elected as Vice-President of
he turned out "Hot Chocol-'-·- "
L. C. Collins, instructor .of Biolo- the Southwest region, E. W. Has"Keep Shufflin," "Load of (
gy, "The Influence of ACTH, DCA kins and C. H. Nicholas, elected As"Tan Town Topics" and "Ea1
and Cortisone on the Electrolytic sistant Executive Secretary, NIS.
A Panther salute is extended to The persons engaged in this capa- Bed," all of which were Broa
Shift of Sodium Potassium on Blood William Larkin, a Junior Biology
Mr. W. M. Stickney, Printing De- city have worked tirelessly and ear- hits.
/
Levels and Urinary Excretion of major, was elected t.o the Student
partment, along with his staff, Mr. nestly to produce the type of maChairman of the Th.omas "F~
Asc.orbic Acid in Rats."
Council of BKX.
W, J. Bell, Mr, Cube Charleston and terials that can be judged and class- Waller National Memorial Wee~
Albert 0. Williams, chemistry inGraduate students who attended
student
helpers for their contribu- ified by anyone as A-1.
Music is w. T. EdY.i>-:1u>~ nrl:;. ··-structor, one of the four writers the meeting were: Mrs. H. T. Jone'3,
tions
to
the general Prairie View
The Panther staff, in behalf of been ass,;ieia~ed with "Fats" for
who collaborated on "The Synthesis, M. Montgomery, J. E. Standifer,
Community,
the entire PV community takes this many years as his personal managProperties and Catalytic Hydrogen- James Burton, Curtis Wade, Ceasar
It is estimated that the shop has
ation of Several Aryloxy Substitut- Roy, a senior science major, also
done at least 11,565,181 impressions opportunity to salute the Prairie er
ed Ketene Monomers and ])imers." attended.
during this school year. All are fa- View Printing Office-this sm..11
miliar with them in the forms of tribute is bestowed in hopes that
STANDARD, PANTHER,c.ountless their w.orthwhile services will conChicago College of
programs, invitations and bulletins. tinue!

PV Has Big Delegation at Science Meet
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PANT ER SALUTE

228 Students Achieve Honor Roll

OPTOMETRY
( Fully Accredited)

Excellent conditions for qualified students from southern
states, afford graduates unusual opportunities.
Doctor of Optometry degree
in three years for students entering with sixty or more semester
credits in specified Liberal Arts
courses.

The Registrar of the College reHeading the list of honor stuleased the names of 228 students d1:nts ,vith a 3.0 average ("straight
who merited "honor r.oll" status at 'A'") were: Gladys Pearson, senior
the end of the first semester.
from Mexia, Texas; and Mervin
Perry, sophomore, from Coldsprings, Texas.
The largest number .of students
REGISTRATION NOW
from any one school listed on the
OPEN FOR FALL. 1954
achievement tally was thirteen from
Students are granted profesLincoln High school, Port Arthur,
sional recognition by the U.S.
Arnold A. Brigman, who will re- Texas; followed by eight students
Department of Defense and
Selective Service.
ceive his B.A. Degree with a major from Wheatley of Houston; seven
Excellent clinical facilities.
in Business Administration t.omor- from Douglas of Jacksonville; six
Athletic and recreational activirow morning, will als obe able to each from E. J. Campbell; I. M.
ties. Dormitories for all students.
take with him the Wall Street Jour- Terrell ;and Yates of Nacogdoches,
CHICAGO COLLEGE OF
OPTOMETRY
nal Student Achievement Award,
Fort Worth, and Houston, respec1851-H Larrabee Street
The Award consists of a specially I tively; four each from Dunbar,
Chicago 14, Illinois
designed silver medal, and a year's Mexia; Gibbons, Paris; Kemp, Brysubscription to The Wall Street an and Wheatley of San Antonio.
Journal.
-----------------------------Brigman's general scholarship
character and his manifestation of
interest in Business Administration
were helpful in his being selected
the winner. The medal was presented on Honors Day, May 13.
"The Net Man," as Brigman is
affectionately known (because of
his championship tennis playing),
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. T. B.
Brigman of Atlanta, Texas.
During his career at Prairie View,
he has served as Editor-in-Chief of
,
the Regimental Bugle; has been a
. I~ TOP PICT RE, STPD~. 'IS OPERATE TIIE LINOTYPE machine member of the Business Adminis,vh1l~ instructor w_. J. Bell _(nght foreground) devotes his attention to I tration Club and of the Reserve Ofgettmg demonstration
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the Varsity Tennis Team.

B. A. Graduate
Receives Award

I

\

TH .E

BY TRl' K- ·tud('nt,., "poured'' into Prairie Vi<'w la:t
e1>tembcr, 1953.
B) the ·amc media, tudents will depart the campu

THER

PR.AJRJE

beginning :\tay 23, and return to their respective "summer
havens."
)fanJ person.· ha,·e remarked their surprise over the
short, ,·hort time it takes the campus to become almo t

~I.\ Y. 19:i1

totally vacated of students. " "ith so much heh> from various kind of "rolling stock," 'tis easy to "get the show
on the road."

HOWS THE PRAIRIE VIEW VARSITY DEBATERS a they appear for
tion Division.
formal forensic acth·ity. Small wonder they do a good job of verbal battle! The entire team is pictured on
Broussard is the third Port >,.;_ page 2-nam , etc.
thuran to win this award since its
•------------------------------------------inauguration six years ago, The cation,
If we don't we are asleep.
.....KAH (ANCU IOCltff
other two winners were Joseph
In addition to the B.S. Degree
Now, likely as not, some guy will
Phillip, Class of '48 and Samuel R. that Broussard will receive on May j
say we swiped this from some other
I
Collins, Class of '49, who is now a 16, he will obtain his commission of I (Renrint
from
THE
YELLOW
paper, and we did,
r
l:lll:lll:lll:lll:lll:lll=ut=ut=111=111=111=111=
f t_he Collegedins~uctional] second lieutenant, U.S. Army, In- JACKET, West Virginia State Col- ---------------=::.:.:.::::.::.:::.:.:.:.::.::::::.:;:.=::.::::::.:=::.:.=::.:.:.:::.:.::::.:.::.=.:.:::.=
mtaemffberD?.
s
,
1V1s1on of In ustr1al Edu- fantry,
_ _ _ _ _ Jege, _Institute, w. Va.)
1
....
.... • •
""* .• Helpmg to get out this paper is no

!
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EXAMINATIONS FOR
FOREIGN SERVICE

The Joy Of
Being Editor

picnic,

Ir we print jokes, people think we

I

I
II

arc illy,
If we clip things from other magazines, we are too lazy to write 1
them ou1·selves,
If we don't we are stuck on our own
stuff.
If we . tick too close to the job all
day, we ought to be out hunting
new.
If we do get out and try to hustfe
we ought to be on the job in th~
office.
I1 If we don't p1·int contributions,
tudent intere ted in further information contact
we don't appreciate true genius,
If we do pl'int them, the paper is
filled with junk.
THREE CRESCENDOS harmonize during their presentation of the
Room 309, Education Bldg.
If we make a change in the other's "Talent Showcase." eated at the piano, is co-sponsor Melvin B. Tolson, Jr.,
...,._......,~.......,......,~.....,.......,~.....,.-.,.,_...,..,.....,..,.,.....,..,.....,.,..,.....,..,.....,..,.,....,..,.....,...........,..,._,.......,.~ 1 write-up, we are too critical,
"ho accompanied the group.

will be held in

Dallas, Texas
September 13-16, 1954

Application must be in by July 1, 1954
Mrs. G. B. Levy

I
I
I

J
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INSTITUTE
TO CONVENE

European Industrial
Tour
The pr.oposition that ''Know-how
a two way busines " will be demn~trated th'· ummer through a
eiies of workshops and on-the·pot di cussio.ns with leaders in
European industry, labor and government for a group of American
executh·es and students .of business
administration and management on
an Industrial Tour sponsored by
Travel & Study, Inc.
In recent years leading educators
in Schools of Business Administration have been concerned that executives, and in particular, members of middle management, should
be drawn together for periodic discus ions of common problems and
have developed a series of Management Clinics based on some of the
major universities in the country
and catering to the needs .of local
firms and industries. This idea has
· now been extended to include analysis of developments abroad and a
comparison between European and
American practice in certain key
areas of management.
The 1954 "Industrial Tour" will
leave New York on June 21 and will
vi!;it England, Scotland, Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Rolland, Switzerland, Italy and France.
There will be visits to factories and
plants of all kinds according to the
main specializations in the various

Prairie View A&M College will
hold a three day institute on H'ealth
and School Sanitation, June 21-24,
1954.

j~

Assuming that "all phases of
health programs encompass the rela tionshlp of the individual or group
with its environment whether it be
physical, emotional or mental," the
institute is designed for school administrators, teachers, nurses and
others who are primarily interested
in the sanitation of the school plant
and total environmental health conditions which affect the school,
The building pictured above represents the "Architect's dream" of the P.V. Alumni Memorial Building home and community.
for ,,hich the .\lurnni as ociation is directing its efforts. The structure will provide office space, dormitory
The Institute will be staffed by
accommodation , lounges, snack bar, assembly rooms and recreation areas. Contributions are being accepted representatives of the Division of
by Dr. E. M. Norris, Fund Chairman.
Sanitary Engineering, and State
Health Department who hold recountries - engineering, vehicles, ers, with government representa- relations with the United States and spons ibilities for state-wide cooperaircraft, ship-building, light and tives, bankers, merchants, members on broader issues having an impact ative inspection of school plant faheary electrical, food processing, of the major political parties and on industrial and business organi- cilities.
transport and service industries, with officials of United Nations zation.
textiles, etc. But the main emphasis Specialized Agencies, not only on
Detailed inf.ormation on this and
Dr. J. L. Brown, Director of Exwill be on discussions with man- individual and different problems .of other programs may be obtained tramural Services, will serve as
agement at shop fl.oor as well as management but also on the gener- from Travel & Study, Inc., 110 East coordinator for the activities of the
front office level, with labor lead- I al climate of opinion of Europe, on 57th Street, New York 22, N.Y.
I institute.

3 TO RECEIVE
ALUMNI AWARDS

hie

The Prairie View Alumni Assoeiation will make three awards during Baccalaureate - Commencement
convocation, tomo1·row, May 16.
The "Outstanding Achievement
Awards" will be presented to:
Mrs. Fannie A. Robinson, Secretary-Treasm·er, Grand Court Order
of Calanthe, Jurisdiction of Texas,
Houston.
. Attorney Keesler Hart Montgomery, Assistant Attorney General,
State .of Massachusetts, Boston; and
Mr. A. Maceo A. Sloan,- Executive Assistant Manager, North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
"Each year the awards are made
by the PV Alumni Association in
recognition for those who have distinguished themselves for service,"
stated W. D. Thompson, President
.of the Association.

/f gour aar ,~ I~ -than 4000 mlold•
Begin to use Esso Un ifl o right aw ay 011d
continue lo use Esso Uniflo throughout the
IUe ol your car .

This is a new type oil for high compression
engines. Uniflo minimizes the deposits that
are a principal cause of knocking and preignition ping. Highest viscosity index prevents
engine "drag," thus saves gasoline. HD, antiacid, detergent. You get smoother, quieter
engine performance _ .. lower maintenance costs _.. improved gasoline mileage. A must
for every new* car.

. QI

"Calendar Daze"
Dazzles
Under the direction of Mrs. Myrtle B- Hyman, instructor in the
Phrsical Education Department, the
annual demonstration of the Department of Health and Physical Educa- 1
ti.on was presented May 10, in the
Auditorium-Gym.
Titled, "Calendar Daze," the demonstration featured male acrobats
gymnasts and dancers, and female
pantomimists and dancers, also.
Against a background of brilliantly ;;ubdued rising sun cresting rolling hills creviced by sprays of falling- water-shadowed by scintillating mist-"Winter Carnival; Fun
and Frolic; Street of Scene ; an
The Daze," thrilled the audience of
m.ore than 2000 spectators.
Choreography was provided by
both faculty and student personnel.
The 1954 Annual Physical Education Demonstration is produced
wi h the view of satisfying the
needs for healthful recreation and
physical development in an esthetic
manner.
"Calendar Daze" was produced
with the full cooperation of stu- l
dent - who contributed numerous
ideas and sugg-estions fo1· the en- 1
tire program.
I

I

should
/fgourear1oover4000 ml o/rl*

-

■n

o urcar

Humble recomm ends Esso Extra; it will give
you outstanding p erforman ce .

Economical to buy, Esso Extra Motor Oil
gives you mol'e for your money than any
other oil in the same price range. HD, antiacid, detergent. Lengthens engine life, gives
you better lubrication, a better oil seal, a
cleaner engine. Premium quality ... out•
standing performance.
*Many Texan began to use Essa Uniflo in new 1953 automobiles.
If you are one of these, Humble recommend that you continue to
use Essa Uniflo, no matter how many mile you have on your car.
To make a new car's engine run better and la t longer, you should
begin to use Es o Uniflo when the car is less than 4,000 miles old
and continue to u e E o Uniflo throughout the life of the car.

soUniflo

I

l4UMllE O il & RE FIN IN G COMP A NY
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sso Extra
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A SALUTE TO CHESTERFIELD

AVCAD Program
I Expanding

1

The • aval Aviation Cad t Training Program is expanding again to
meet the increased demands for an
active air arm for our fleets of today. "And new techniques and aircraft are being utilized," said Lt.
• I. tevens, USN, a Naval Aviator,
the NAVCAD Procurement Officer
at the
aval Air Station, Dallas,
Texas.
Several important changes have
occurred in our procurement procedure which vitally effect all prospective applicants, Lt. Steven stated. In the first place, the limitations placed on our input which
1igidly governed the number of men
we could process monthly, have been
eased quite a bit. This does not
mean that we in any way have lowered our standard of entrance requirements, but that more young
men will be offered the opportunity
of participating in the Naval Aviation Cadet Training Program than
in previous months.
Secondly, college men who are
·within 90 days of completing 60
-emester hours may now apply and
be accepted pending successful completion of the term in progress.
While we most certainly do not advocate any man with-drawing from
school, we do recognize that there
are ·men who feel that Selective
ervice and/or financial or other
personal reasons, are going to force
their withdrawal from school before receiving degrees.
The Navy stands firmly behind
the policy .of urging men to complete their college education if at
all possible. The Navy also recognizes the definite advantages of the
various ROTC programs, and for
that reason, men who are .formally
enrolled in an ROTC program are
ineligible for the NAVCAD pro.
gram.
Men who successfully pass the
t_ --~~l ll_nd physical examinations;
and are accepted for the NA VCAD
program are given four month deferments and guaranteed 'that they
will be on active duty as a Naval
Aviation Cadet before the four.
month deferment expires. There is,
no obligation incurred by taking the
mental, so if you are an unmarried
male citizen between 18 and 25, and
have at least 60 semester hours or
are within 90 days of having 60
hours, the NA VCAD program
might be just for you. Contact
NAVCAD, Naval Air Station, Dallas, Texas for full details.
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Summer School, June 7 - August 28

regular school term View instructional staff will be supplemented with visiting instructors
from various colleges and universities throughout the nation during
the two six-week terms of the summer session.
Special course offerings and work
shops will provide school administrators, supervisors, in - service
teachers, graduate and undergraduure to millions.
pers headline this message-"To- cigarette in America's colleges."
ate students with the latest trends
Without fanfare or sensational- day's Chesterfield is the best cigarGood luck to Chesterfield-a and information in their respective
1
ism, Chesterfield has carried its ette ever made-the largest selling p1·oud name and a proud product.
fields.
• lay, 1954 marks the 40th anni- friendly message to millions of
,·er ary of Chesterfield advertising reader of college newspapers, and
in college newspap 1--. It is a pleas- .over the years has won wide reure to salute a company which has spect.
manifested so constantly and for
Thousands still remember the
so J.ong, faith in the values inherent famous Chesterfield slogan of yesin the college market, and whose teryear "Such popularity must be
I
•
products have given so much pleas- deserved." Today college newspa-

With the

nearing an end, various offices have
begun planning for new activities.
Plans now in process involve the
program for the college's 44th Annual Summer School which will begin June 7 and end August 28.
Members of the 1·egular Prairie

Today's

CHESTERFIELD
is the Best Cigarette
Ever Made!

"Ches1:erfields -for Me!"
{2 _

~

~

Morgan State
College '54

The cigarette tested and approved by 30
years of scientific tobacco research.

"Chesterfields -for Me!"
1./_//?! M.AuA_ Siar
Oul~i•lder
N. Y. Giants

J')'"///4,_,. //V,,V-r•
REPORT OF F.T.A.(Continued from Page 12)
Six workshops and discussion
groups were attended hy the representatives.
Business was not the main item
on the agenda at the convention,
because entertainment held an
equal spot. On the 25th .open house
began at 7:30 P.M. in the Student
Union Building where everyone met
everyone else and had fun. Friday
evening provided an opportunity to
tour Old Mexico.
Of course witb all this entertainment one would think there was a
convention of enjoyment. It was;
and it also was of business which
was carried Q.n during the day, The
7th annual convention ended with
a banquet at 7:00 P.M. at the Casa
de Palmas Hotel in McAllen, Saturday night.
The hospitality in Edinburg was
. uperb, and the P.V. delegates en- J
joyed themselves very much.
The convention next year will be
held in Huntsville at Sam Houston I
College and, the Prairie View I
Chapter hopes to have a large representation there. As Reporter for
the local F.T.A.
An invitation is extended to everyone interested to become a member of the local F.T.A. Chapter,
especially Freshmen and Sophomores.
Joe H. Mucker, Reporter

I

The cigarette with a proven good record
with smokers. Here is the record. Bi-monthly
examinations of a group of smokers show no
adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses
from smoking Chesterfield.

.

Largest
.Selling Cigarette
in America's
Colleges

1t

I

"Ches1:erfields -for Me!"

~~

Uni~:;:~~d•54

The cigarette that gives you proof of
highest quality-low nicotine.

Smoke Chesterfield lor the Taste
and Mildness you want.
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'/-YOU'RE. NOT GOING TO SAW
ME. IN HALF; ARE YOU, FOSDICKS'?
-ONL'( AN INHUMAN BEAST

WOULD DO THAT !'.r

---'"""'""

"Rec Hall" Is
Nervous Wreck

ING TO APPL:

ILDP.OOT CR
IL, CHARLIE UR.HAIR WI
OK NEAT,

-By "W"
Now that spring is upon us, 'tis
true that strollers make use of the
weaving sidewalks and rolling
green prairies; but there's still a
very, very favorite spot that's WAY
OUT.
Quipped a witty passerby down
Rec' way a short time ago: "The
'Rec Hall' should be a 'nervous
wreck' from what I've observed of
the carryings-on."

ff's --aleoWc. Contains soothing lanolin. Croom hair, reflfftS 6yNs$. retlMffS loose llaMraff.

Band Festival Is
Colorful
Maroon, gold, purple, crimson,
grey, black, shades of blue, wine,
and flashes of white transformed
the Prairie View campus into a
veritable rainbow of color March
13 and 14.

Your "Johnny-on-the-spot" reporter visited the scene to bring you
the following info':

Equipment Class
Visits Big T6wn

'Midst the daily scheduling of innumerable
student - organization
meetings; weekly class meetings
performing simultaneously with the
"Juke" and the regular "Chinning"
of the many " Recology" majors;
the organizational "hops"; the variety of programmes, coronations
and dances sponsored incessantly;
and fulfilling meeting-space requirements for the accommodations
of various staff needs, the overseeing of these functions which go Oil
hourly, daily, monthly and year1y,
could very well "wreck" the personnel of the Student Activities Office.
Add to the "Rec" scene the pleasure ( ? ) and satisfaction of service
well done through an attempt to
still the thousands of cries of "I
Want" from the hundreds consuming the tasty ( ? ) delicades provided in the Panther Inn, and the daily
chore of the "Rec-hall" staff become staggering.

The class in Household Equipment has gone out in a big way to
gain more and better information
relative to the types of equipment
used in modern household operaFifty-two high school bands rep- tions.
resenting Classes A, AA, and AAA
.Various equipment has been stusch.ools throughout the State-ap- died; an exhibit which illustrated
proximately 2,200 participants were much of the equipment that can be
present-rendered concert numbers, used to save time and energy in the
many of which were symphonic in ·operation of household duties was
quality, and marching drill-forma- set up during "Maheagris"; but
tion as they participated in the In- that was only the beginning.
terscholastic League Band Festival
A planned excursion to Houston,
EXHIBITED during the Housing Conference, student architectural which is held annually at the 't:ol- with the supervisi.on of Mrs. Zelia
work filled portions of the 3d floor, Engineering Building. Among the lege.
S. Coleman, instructor for the Class,
works displayed was the above drawing by Renaldo S. Yearwood, a student
Mr. O. J. Thomas, Director of the provided a "highlight" of the spring
in junior-design classes, architectural division.
Interscholastic League commented: activities for the members of the
"Each year, it seems that more group.
t·
C nf
th 1
t first rate high scho.ol bands particiIn the "big city" managers of the
~a um o _erence was
e arges . pate in the event.''
various stores and the Houston
m
the
series
.of
the
conferences
t
sponsored for the industrial educa- 1 President E. B. Evan in a short Power and Lighting Company
Just ask anyone who knows from
tion teachers of the State.
intermission message to the princi- opened their doors, provided guides
and made everything pleasant for behind - the - counter - experience, if
pals,
teachers,
and
visiting
high
Hundreds of high school boys and
the class during its visit. Foley's you don't believe me it's a
school students in attendance at the
and Joske's not only provided SCREAM.
girls .attended the ~0th Annual InFestival,
emphasized,
"The
pleasure
dustrial E d u c a ti o n Conference
•
guides, but planned demonstrations
the College derives from serving as
A •stampede occurs normally, aftwhich met at Prairie View A. & M.
and lectures for the group, also.
your
host,
and
benefitting
from
the
er
5 p.m. el\,~h day; t h e ~ and
College on Ap1·il 9-10, 1954.
Several members of the group of behold! visitors to tir" ,.~,. ~
fine quality of music which you pre.er- 'The theme of the 1954 conference
29 who made the trip stated: "Many rive to join the regular crowd, and
sent."
,of Industrial Education teachers
.of us were tired from walking, the ball's really on!
and students was "Improving IndusSpecial Awards for Division I looking and listening; however, the
But! ask anyone behind the countrial Educatign in the Secondary
Agricultural Experiment Substa- ratings in both marching and con- trip was wonderful, and did more
Schools of Texas."
~ion 18 located on t~e campus hel~ cert were received by the following: for us in terms of what our theory ter or out front in the office, and
A high point of the conference its second annual Field Day April 1I Class AA-Weldon High, Glade- speaks of than we had ever they'll all say: "WE ALL LOVE
IT! OUR "REC HALL" IS WAY
was the annual Industrial Educa- 22 beginning at 1:30 P.M.
; water; Class AAA-I. M. Terrell, dreamed."
tion Contest. Students brought to
More ~han 500 farmers and ranch-1 Fort Worth; Emmett Scott, Tyler;
According to the instructor, Mrs. OUT ... WITH ITS NERVOUSLY
the conference the projects which e~'s, agricu~tural agents and voca- and Anderson High, Austin.
Coleman who feels that "a learn- WRECKED SELF."
.
'
•
1
they had c.ompleted during the tional agriculture teachers were
t f
th
h .
f
.First Place in concert only: Class mg class must be an active c ass,
school year. The projects were dis- presetnl or. te sdowi ng 0d extpetrhi- A-A. w. Jackson, Rosenberg; Lib- and vice versa," bigger plans are
e
• ·
.
h
· th
played and judged, and the students men a proJec s eve1ope a
.
d •
th e pas t year.
erty High,. Liberty; Class
. AAAM bemg made :for ot er groups m e
were given recognition in the form s t a t ion urmg
. Id d
•
d d Central High, Jefferson,
.
. future.
Th e f ie
of prizes. Students enrolled in inay prog1·am me1u e
.
D b
ff
h
1estme;
guided
tours
and
.observation
of
exI
Storey,
Pa
un
ar
~g
'
dustrial arts and trade and indus·
t
l
1
t
·
Lubboc~·
Sam
Houston,
Huntsville;
per1men
a
p
o
s.
'
.
AA
trial classes were eligible to parti.
·
· t s were led by Turner High,. Carthage; Class A
aant of the Prairie View R.O.T.C.
Discussion
proJec
cipate in the contest.
local
staff
members
at the college -Central High, Galveston.
unit assisted by the military staff
This year the activities of the
Winners in Division II ratings in rendered services in the areas of
conference were directed towards and by research specialists from the
proposing meth.ods of improving in- main station at Texas A and M Col- both conce1·t and marching were: decorum and general judging-asClass A-O. L. Prince High School, sistance and communications.
dustrial education programs as a lege.
Substation 18 at Prairie View is , Taylor; and Waldo High School,
means of encouraging students to
enroll in industrial arts and trade the only agricultural experiment Matthews, Texas; Class AA-Scott
station located on a Negro College High, Woodville; Herman High,
and industrial classes.
Van Vleck; N.orth Chapel, Kilgore;
The conference presented several campus inthe nation.
-----0,----Dunbar High, Dickinson; Aycock
interesting speakers and demonHigh, Rockdale; Fidelity School,
strators: Dr. Cris H. Groneman,
BY FRANKLIN J. MEINE
Clinton Park, Houston; Washington
Head, Industrial Education DepartEditor, American Peoplits Encyclopedia
School, Atlanta; Jackson, Port Arment, Texas A. & M. College, was
thur; Charlton Pollard, Beaum.ont;
the main speaker; Mr. J. W. Rice,
Secretary-Manager, Dallas Negro
Pemberton, Marshall.
.,,.
Chamber .of Commerce, spoke on
Mr. L. E. Davis, Superintendent
Bands which placed in Division
"Increasing Employment Opportun- of the Prairie View Postoffice I were rated on standards of 95 to
ities in Industry" at the banquet served as guest speaker for the 100 points, while Bands which
program. From Detroit, Michigan, Secretarial Training class, recently. placed in Division II met required
Mr. Ray Smith, Regional Sup'ervisMembers of the class were given standards of 87 thr.ough 94 points.
or, Fisher Body Craftsman Guild, information relative to the history Dunbar, Temple; Lincoln High
brought an interesting program on of the postal service, the relation- School, Corsicana; Wharton School,
how to design modern automobiles. j ship of the Prairie View substation Wharton; Washington High, MarThis was of particular interest to I to the Hempstead Postoffice, and lin; Cheatham School qarksvHle;
those persons teaching general facts pertaining to the postal zon- A. M. Sto1·ey, Palestine; Carver
nUE TO R\S\NG COSTS, IT IS BECOMING
DIFFICULT FOR MANV Z005 TO IMPORT ANttMLS.
shop. Demonstrations in the area I ing during Mr. Davis' discussion ,of High, Baytown; Lincoln High, La
MORE ,'.TTENTION IS&ING PAID 10 SREEDING
of ceramics, plastics and using the the topic, "Shipping and Postal In- Marque; Sam Houston, Huntsville.
CAPTIVE ANIMALS AND TO TRADING ANIMALS BETWEEN Morninq Stav ChaP(! ill W:derloo. lowit.
built by Oklt~s Wale11,ky. is the
electric router were also scheduled. formation.''
zoos ~.,.,_1,
S11101!e5t t-k\ho(li5t chul"Ol 111 All'le'fica.
Judges were: Bandmaster Moten
Many representatives of industriIn reaction to the superintendent's
114 It 5eo.b onlv four ptY5CYl5. ~
-i.
al sh.op equipment and supply com- , talk, a member of the class stated, H. Crockett of the University of
.
panies provided exhibits during the "I never knew there was so much Texas Longhorn Musical a n d
conference.
involved in mailing a package no marching aggregation, Austin, along
with assistants in th econcert diviOn Friday night, April 9, the Di- I bigger than an envelope,"
vision of Industrial Education held I Miss L. B. Garnett, a member of sion: James Shller, Fred Dean and
its annual open house program. All the Business Administration and Charles Eaton; assistants in the
of the shops were opened and the Business Education
Department marching judging were: S. A. Buckwork of the students was displayed. headed by Dr. A. S. Arnold, is in- ley and M. S. Griffith.
The 20th Annual Industrial Edu- structor of the class.
Colonel H. Y. Chase, Cornman-
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Dormitory Clubs Popular With Coeds
According to the Dean of Women I are head d bv a Chairman elected
Mr . R. L. B. Evans, the Colleg; I by the room:occupants on the rehas every reason to be proud of its t :pcctivf.l floors. The dormitory-ma"Dorm Clubs" which have become tron serves as the sponsor for e::ich
increasingly popular with the coeds of the clubs.
throughout the campus.
Activities are sponsored by each
In providing THE PANTHER organization in order to "have fun"
with some of the more important within the limits of the rules and
features of the organizations, Dean 1·egulations of the college and the
Evans stated:
Department of Women's Personal
"The dormitory clubs have been Program. Each group adopts as part
instituted among the women of the of its program, the helping the Sucampus with the view of creating pervisor of the dormitory to exeand maintaining a spirit of kindred- cute those policies which make the
ne. s among the occupants of the atmosphere of dormitory-life more
several buildings. This seems ad- wholesome and pleasant.
visable because of the large numIt is felt that many young ladies
ber of girls who enter the instibJ.
.
.
·th t k
•
f have benef1tted from the orga mzanowmg many o
.
.
.
t 1on w1 ou
their fellow co-eds."
tions, m that several who are m"Interpersonal 1·elations in the clined to be "self-contained" have
"close" associations of the young "come out of their shells" and made
ladies on the dormitory require that • valuable contributions to the activipositive feeling exist between ' ties of the dormitory and the colthem," added Dean Evans.
lege as well as a result of their
The clubs, organized by floors, affiliation with the "home group."

I

I

I

IL\T DI PLAY

Merry Maids Give
Program

I

i

The Merry Maids' Club of NY A III
is till "carrying on." They presented a women's meeting program
recently entitled the "0 Solmio"
~at Shoppe. The program was con-1
s1dered one of the best presented
1
during the year.
Their stage setting included flow- !
ers of many kinds, beautifully dee- I
orated hat-counters, a back-ground
of fascinating trees, mirr.ors and
soft lights.
The program speaker, Mrs. W. R.
Banks was introduced by Mattie
Ruth Smith, Chairman of Program
·Committee. Mrs. Banks addressed
the group on "Books." Remarks
were made by Mrs. R. L. B. Evans,
Dean of Women.
Office1·s of the Merry 1\Iaids of
NYA III are:
Mrs. Lela J. Rogers, Supervisor
Joyce Ann Hunter, President
Ruth Franklin, Secretary
Edith Gray, Pianist
Mattie Ruth Smith, Chairman of
Program Committee
SENIORS SELECT
(Continued from Page 1)

COEDS OF SUAREZ HALL POSE BENEATH THE PICTURE OF
THE LATE MISS l\f. E. SUAREZ, for whom the dormitory was named
during one of their popular "dormitory parties." Mr . Olean s. McCoy i~
fatron of Suarez.

Suarez Hall News

Pv Waco Club News

One of the most popular dorms
on the campus is "The Little Shamrock,'' pet name given to Suarez
Hall. This Junior and Senior dormitory can look back over the 195354 school session and see it filled
with many cultural and entertaining
activities.

The Prairie View Waco Club enjoyed an evening of fun recently
with a Gypsy dance.

i;.:.=--=.c..:.:~~c.=.:,..E:.:...~-Ac.:::.:L::_:S in official
nd
which he executed in the PANgown g
nee of the reason; why she was chosen for the coreted
THER, William Smith was declared
title.
MOST ARTISTIC.
The people mentioned above are
April 4-5, "Miss Texas," along since 1939. Miss Daniels, i · the
just a small segment of the gradu- w_ith other Que~ns in the state, was : "first" Dallasite to be crowned
ating class. Through the years highly h~nored m D~l!as by the De- , "Miss Texas"; however, there have
many members of this class have lux Social and C1v1c Club. The been some second and third places
contributed their talents efforts Queens we1·e presented in a motor- I won by the city's participants.
and time in helping to im~rove the! c~de, consisti~g of social organiza- j Incidentally, Miss Daniels, has an
Prairie View Community during tions ~~d busmesses of Dallas. The identical twin sister, Nina Nell, who
their tenure here-and have tried celebnbes toured the city; and also lives in "Big D."
to develop their own capabilities to were interviewed on WFAA-TV ' PANTHER editor and staff were
the fullest extent.
and radio station K.W.B.C. A "Ball" ' invited a guests of Mis Daniels.
All of the member of the ,5 4 was given by the Federated Clubs : Truly a great honor, "Congratuclass would fall in some category of Dallas, in honor of "Miss Texas," . lation " to our own lnl' Bell on her
of "The Mosts"-for each in hi and other Queens.
1achievement on behalf of the publiway is outstanding.
The ~nnual Queen's Contest has cation- taff and student body of
been given in Dallas, every year Prairie View.

I

I

The sidewalks leading to the
Panther Inn were filled wftb colorfully costumed couples who resembled natives of another country, as
they gaily assembled with the Wa-1
coans for ,m evening of enjoyment.
"Foreign punch" and American I
.
I
cook 1es w re served as refreshments. As the "gypsies" enjoyed
themselves to the highest.

The agenda for the year, a prepared by a committee of coeds, was
followed to the hilt. The first main
project was the fixing of an elaborate di play for Homecoming; second, decorating the dorm for the
·v 1 t'd
• ot only does the PV-Waco Club
.1. u c I e sea . on;
third, the giving
of pajama parties to celebrate holi- .pon or socials, it seeks to develop
da,,
birthda,•s and
th
good moral qualities, also. Th~
J • •
•
o er occasion , and even a proJec
· t w h ere t h e group rendered the Sunday School

I

occupants of this year will leave program Ap1·il 11.
something tangible n a rememJoe H. Mucker is Pre ident of
brance token of their sojourn.
the club and Bobbie J. Edmonson,
l'(?porter.
The coed of Suarez, along with
their upervi or, 1r . Olean S. fo.
coy, take this opportunity to wish everyone an enjoyable summer va•
I
t h e seniors a £ond farewell and cation.

,\ HIRTHDA Y PAHTY HA WAIIA
TYLE honored th girl " ·h o 1·1ve m
· E 'rans H all, recent!)
Ref re. hments upplemented
the
festivities
"bich
included
an
in
erpr1>tat
·,·e
d
·
1
'h"Jl'
( .
ance executed by Shirley Thoma
an d har Iene I 1 1p
third and fourth from left, reep~cth-ely, front ro".)

Seven

PV Co-ed Honored
As "Miss Texas"

Dean of Chapel
Attends Nat'l Meet

Coed Ina Bell Daniels, sophomore,
Business Administration Major and
honor student, who resides at 1735
Pear St., Dallas; won the "Miss
Texas" title last October 19th, at
the State Fair of Texas in Dallas.
Miss Daniels is the daughter ot
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Daniels of
Greenville, Texas. She is a member
of the Y.W.C.A., Dramatics Club,
and the debating society. Her hobbie_s in~lude, reading, dancing, and l
sw1mnung.
In competition against twentyone otker young ladies, from
throughout the state of Texas Miss
Daniels emerged the winner. Runners-up were Miss Gladys Rodgers "Il!iss Texas Southern" and
Miss Rose Strickland of Marlin,
Texas. The contest was judged on
appropriateness .of dress, poise, and
personality,

Mr. Lee C. Phillip, Dean of the
Chapel, attended the National Association of College and University
Chaplains, in its Seventh Annual
Conference held at Howard University, Washington, D.C., April 20-22.

I

Library Exhibits
Are Beautiful

P.V. COEDS HER{iLD THE COMING OF SPRING as they chatted on the lawn in front of the Administration building. Interrupting the chatting to "smile pretty" for the photographer, (l to r) are:, Doris~
Malo~ ~.,!:cita l\fa!2!l_e, .[oyce H~t~, £!_audette Nicken; 1;!:!gy Ann Fi-elds, A...!!..dry Armstrong, ~~
~ and Juanita DeRouen. ~
'"
-DeRouen Photo-

FASHION PARADE IS ELEGANT

I

As little thought as may be giv.
.
.
.
t th f t h t
k
k
"Fashion and Cha11n on Parade" of ammal hfe and vegetation preen o e ac , w a one see s ma es
t th'
·d
"
.a great impi·ession on him, one way transformed Blackshear Field No. sen s
1s ev1 ence.
I
Students modeled their own creaor another. This is especially true I 2 into a boulevard of elegance, April .
h. h
t d .
.
.
.
. .
tLCrns w 1c were execu e m vanef the beautifully displayed exhibits 14 when the Charm Club and the
t
f f b •
.
.
'
ous ypes o a rics.
m the W. R. Banks Library.
Textiles and Clothing Department
Members of the Home Economics
The library, one .of the most ~~pu- of the School of Home Economics staff devote particular attention to
la~ ~nd more frequent~y VISlted presented their annual clothing the improving of personality within
buil~i.ngs on the c~mpus, is due rec-1 show.
their several classes and laboratorogmtion f~r the fi~e work the s~aff
Mrs. Delia M. Ellis ,adviser of · ies.
has done 1~. th e displays for Bibl_e the Club and clothing instructor
Miss Gloria Lindsey, instruct.or
~eek, Pubic. School Week, R?h- emphasizes fashion and charm for of French, served as commentator.
gious ~mphasis Wee_k,_ th e co~mng ".the simple reason that life, itself, I and Mrs. E. M. Galloway is Dean of
of Sprmg, all the i·ehgious holidays i'> charming and fashionable beauty I the School.
and numerous other events.
Many campus persons never realize the observance of any special
event until they visit the library
The annual Spring "Y" Confer- ern and Lamar Junior College.
where an attractive, well planned ence was held at Rocky River
Jerry Joyce :was elected as coand informative exhibit is there for Ranch, Wimberly, Texas, on March chairman of the Southwest Area of
the pleasure o.f the viewer. Both 11-13. T}le conferenc~ theme was the Inter-1·acial Y.M.C.A. He was
second and third floor levels con- "Biblical Basis for Political Re- also selected to go to Oklahoma on
tribute periodically to these dis- sponsibility."
April 1-3 to attend the Southwest
plays.
Schools represented at the con- Area Y.M.C.A. Council meeting repTh e efforts of the library staff ference were: University of Texas, resented by two A & M students,
arc highly appreciated by the view- Texas Agricultural and Mechanical one from the University of Texas,
er· of these exhibits for their at- I College, Southwestern, P r a i r i e and one from Prairie View.
ti-activeness and effectiveness.
View, Northwestern, Texas South- J At the spring conference, Prairie
View presented the vesper pro1
gram with the theme-"Prayer, A
· Source of Communication."
I The next conference is to be held
at. Camp Classic, Oklahoma, May
31-June 6.

I

I
I

I

Y DELEGATE ATTENDS CONFERENCE

MUSiC

for Millions

The 1954 Hit Parade has already
featured numerous songs that have
caught the public's fancy-and as
their popularity soars, it seems they
will be in the spotlight for quite a
while.
Spring! One's fancy turns to romance-many are victims of Spring
Fever. In seeking to tell that favorite someone how you feel toward
them-maybe you can use this
"Song Letter."!
Dear----,
"I'll Never Walk Alone" if "My
Secret Love" that's "Wanted" will
0
Answer Me" as I "Cross Over the
Bridge" at "Ebb Tide."
"Tenderly"

Among the several outstanding
speakers presented. during the meeting were Dr. J. Edward Dirks, Executive Director of the Department
of Campus Christian Life of the
Comm. on Christian Higher Education of the National Council of
Churches of Christ in America; Dr.
Arthur S. Adams, President of the
American Council on Education;
Dr. Mordecai Johnson, President of
Howard University; and Dr. Carlos
H. Baker, Chairman of the Department of English at Princeton University.
.
.
.
Dr. Dirks delivered three maj~
speeches: "Current Trends and Opportunities in Religion in Higher
Education: What is Happening?";
"The Chaplain as Edµcator: What
is Happening to Intellectual Responsibility, Freedom and Integrity
in Contemporary American Life?";
and "The Chaplain as Pastor: What
is Happening to the Community and
to Persons in Higher Education?"
The closing address of the Con•
ference was delivered by Dr. Adams.
"The meeting was very insplrtng
and constructive, and it is my :feeling that College Chaplains appreciate the challenges presented by
their position, and the opportunities
to meet with others who have similar functional problems," stated
Mr. Phillip upon his return.

I
I

ORCHIDS AND

I

(Continued from Page 4)

. "Severe Last Word."

I

ONIONS to : : n who continue
to disregard the "no smoking" regI ulations in the "Rec. Hall."

I
ORCHIDS to the Dean of Men
and Women's Department for the
MISS DOROTHY ALEX, English instructor, looks on as coeds super- high calibre of programs presented
vise the registration of delegates who attended the English Conference at Men's and Women's meetings.
early in the spring.
\
_ __

I

Governor Sets April 4-10 As NHA Week

ONIONS to those male students
who sign attendance cards then
With the words, "NOW THEREFORE I, as Governor of leave men's meeting.

Texas, do hereby designate April 4-10, 1954 as NEW HOMEMAKERS OF AMERICA WEEK in Texas."_ Governor Allen
Shivers gladdened the hearts of approximately 9,000 members
of the N.H.A. in Texas recently.
:Mrs. Lois B. Pendergraff, State Adviser and member of the
National Advisory Board of N.H.A., proudly displayed the
original blue, signed and sealed memorandum from the Governor·~ Office.
.. We feel that our organization, which is sponsored by the
Texa~ Education Agency, is a purposeful one," stated the State
Ad\·i$er.
Continuing, Mrs. Pendergraff referred to the "Texas Association of N.H.A. which is the second largest association in the
n_ati01_1al organization, and becau e membership in the associati~n 1s voluntary, it is our feeling that some stimulation is
bemg_ offered by our leaders, both adult and student whic.h
cont 1butes to our ever-increasing membership."
'

ORCHIDS to all who made the
"honor roll" at the close of 1st semester.
ONIONS to the students who fail
to return books to the library on
time.
ORCHIDS to the Radio and Television Committee and all those who
participated in the KPRC-TV programs throughout the year.
ONIONS to students who deface
private and college property during
Miss P.V.'s Campaign.

IOTTL£0 UNDER Al/THORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

•Coke" is a registered trade-mark.

@

1954, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

BRENHAM COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
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About PV-ites With Howad Professor
, The Military
Visits Campus
Mr. Charles Whitted Quick, associate professor of Law, Howard
University Law School, Washington
D.C., met recently with a number
of Prairie View students interested
in studying law upon completion of
their course of study here in PolitiL t. Dansby and Lt. 5-ai;l!'ent/ cal Science.
~
Professor Quick emphasized the
ARMY HOMETOWN NE WS fact that there is a need for more
CENTER, KANSAS CITY, MO.Arm Second Lt. D m st
es C. lawyers and, "there are only 22 Ne-~ns.!ll(_ of Tyler, Texas, who re- gro lawyers in the entire state of
cently arrived on Okinawa, is an Texas." He further stated that there
instructor with the Ryukyus Com- is a demand for lawyers in various
mand's 29th Regimental Combat capacities besides that of private
Team. The son of Mr .and Mrs. practice.
Dewey C. Dansby, Tyler, he enSpeaking in the interest of Howtered the Army in Januart 1953 and ard University's Law School, the
completed basic training at Fort objectives of the school were given
Benning, Ga. The 24-year-old sol- as follows:
dier, whose wife, Evelyn, lives at
To provide an adequate course
3517 Booker Street, Dallas, is 8 in the history, philosophy, and traformer student at Prairie View.
dition of Anglo-American law and
institutions and a thorough techni, Second Lt. E
R. Sar e t cal and practical training for the
(right, above) of Beaumont, Texas, practice of law.
To meet the needs of those desirwho recently arrived on Okinawa,
is a unit training officer with the ing a knowledge of law for use in
29th Regimental Combat Team's business and other fields, in public
2d Battalion. The son of Mrs. Mattie R. Sargent, 710 Buford Street,
the lieutenant entered the Army in
October, 1952. He is a graduate of
Prairie View, class of '51.

1

"THREE-IN-ONE" MIGHT BE THE CAPTION FOR THE ABOVE PICTURE since the three men pictured live in one room in Alexander HalL All three were honor students for the first seme~ter. The) are:
(I to r) ~~ley DeRoue~ lJcbert DeRoue~ (brothers) from Raywood, and William Larkin, Dallas.
life or governmental service, and in ' To encourage organized and in- improving the administration of
connection with other social scienc- I dividual research for the purpose justice, and promoting the public
es.
of extending knowledge of the law, 1 welfare.

J

What makes

a Luck y
taste better?

Lt. ;Eugene Alexander

First Lt. Eugene Alexander of
2810 Rogers Street, Corpus Christi,
Texas, is one of the umpires judging mock battles during Exercise
Ski Jump, the Army's 1954 cold
w~ather and mountain training
maneuver at Camp Hale, Colo. Alexander, a veteran of the Korean
conflict, entered the Army in August 1951, and has since been awarded the Combat Infantryman Badge.
He is a 1951 graduate of Prairie
View.
Second Lt. Harold L. Beverly,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Beverly, 500 W. 12th Street, Port Arthur, Texas, recently joined the
Ryukyus Command's 29th Regimental Combat Team on Okinawa.
The 24-year-old officer is a platoon leader in the team's 3d Battalion. A~ graduate of Prairie View,
he has been in the Army since Octobl!r 1952.

FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL

SUMMER SESSION
First Term:
JUNE 7 TO JULY 18
Second Term:
JULY 19 TO AUGUST 28
For bulletin and further
information address:
THE REGISTRAR
Prairie View A. & M. College
Prairie View, Texas
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''IT'S TOASTED''
to taste better!
WHY do thousands of college smokers from coast

to coast prefer Luckies to all other brands?
BECAUSE Luckies taste better.
WHY do Luckies taste be,tter?
BECAUSE Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. And
that tobacco is toasted to taste better. "It's
Toasted"-the famous Lucky Strike processbrings fine tobacco to its peak of flavor ... tones
up this light, mild, good-tasting tobacco to make
it taste even better-cleaner, fresher, smoother.
SO, Be Happy-Go Lucky. Enjoy the better~
•tasting cigarette-Lucky Strike.

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER
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Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
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